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PIRATE'S CHARM

Follow the brave buccaneers as they trawl the 
high seas in search of the golden charms packed 
with mystical powers that transform your wins in 
Pirates, our darkest release to date.

The adventure starts as the sturdy ship slips an-
chor but, as the storm clouds gather, it’s far from 
plain sailing on the way to the land of buried tre-
asure. 

For those brave enough to embrace the wild 
weather, there’s charms aplenty offering respins 
and free spins galore.

For promotional material go to clientarea.quickspin.com



Game Features

Free Spins Bonus
Match three bonus scatter symbols in 
the same spin and it will initiate
10 free spins, while an additional two 
free spins are granted for every
full reel covered with Mystery Charm 
symbols.

Respins 
When these symbols appear on reels 1, 
2 and 3, the Mystery Charms Respins 
Feature is triggered, and all symbols are 
locked in place.

Win probabilities

Big Win (bet multiplier 15+) 1 in 78
Super Win (bet multiplier 40+) 1 in 228
Mega Win (bet multiplier 70+) 1 in 635
Epic Win (bet multiplier 100+) 1 in 1431
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RTP

Game events

Win

Information

Base Game

Game ID

Max payout times bet observed in 
10 billion spins

Channels

Feature Trigger

Flexible Free Rounds 

16:9

1 in   1033

43,27%

piratescharm

3861

Desktop & Mobile

YES

YES

Game Resolution

Probability of winning 100x 
bet

For promotional   
material go to  

clientarea.quickspin.com

Volatility (1-5) 4,75

Respin Feature 27,71,%

Min bet

Default bet

 € 0,20

€ 1,00

Max bet € 100

Achievements YES

Total: 96,49%

Free Spins 25,51%

All our games support by default 6 game 
events that you can use for any purpose 
(achievements, rewards, tournaments…)  
For Pirate's Charm these are:

MAGICAL 
DICE

Hit a mystery charm 
symbol in a spin

115,70%

SCATTER 
MADNESS

Hit a scatter symbol 
in a spin

55,80%

ARRR! Hit a win with any 
pirate symbol

4,24%

#WINNING Hit a spi with a win 
that is equal or more 
than 10x your bet

1,88%

BOOTY Hit the feature in the 
base game

1,84%

ALL HAND 
HOY!

Enter the Free Game 
Bonus

0,62%

Grab an eye patch and download the marketing  materials in our Client Area. You can 
also log-in from your handheld device to try out the  mobile version of the game. 
 
If you have any questions about this dark new title or its launch, crack open a bottle of 
rum and have a chat with your account  manager.


